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GRANT REQUEST 

Discussed in Section I is work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Contract 
#DE-FG02-99ER41118 performed from July 1999 through about April 2002. The initial 
impetus for this work was a collaboration begun in 1997 between the National 
Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) and the University of Maryland (UMd) 
on the Electron Ring (E-Ring) project [l]. Before the grant period, the collaboration 
activities included support for the mechanical engineering and design of E-Ring 
elements. During the grant period, beam dynamic analyses of the E-Ring were the 
primary tasks. In general, the efforts involved the use of existing codes (Section 1.1) and 
the development of new computational tools that led to novel approaches to high-current 
beam studies (Section 1.2) that have significant potential. In addition, thesis research for 
two PhD students in accelerator physics was initiated (Section 1.3). 

Presented in Section I1 are the proposed activities for which funding is requested. In 
general, the efforts planned will follow those of previous work but with a shift in 
emphasis. The greatest focus will be beam dynamics research using in large part, but not 
exclusively, the tools developed. At a lower level, the developed codes will be refined 
with appropriate interfaces and documentation to support their use by a wider 
community. Finally, the training of accelerator physics graduate students is planned to 
continue at a similar level. 

I. PREVIOUS WORK PERFORMED 

1.1 Studies with existing codes 

The material of this section describes University of Maryland E-Ring related studies 
using the DIMAD and COSY INFINITY codes. 

1.1.1 DIMAD-based studies [2,31 

Single particle beam dynamics studies in support of the University of Maryland E-Ring 
project were done using DMAD [4], a 2"d order, matrix-based program. In particular, 
the choice of the lattice worlung point (bare tune) was evaluated including the effects of 
magnet multi-poles, misalignments and mispowering. Correction schemes to minimize 
the closed orbit distortion were also studied. 

The beam dynamic studies resulted in the choice of a lattice working point (v, = 7.78, vy 
= 7.70) that avoided all resonances up to 4'h order and provided a total smear increase 
after multi-turn particle tracking of < 1.5% for an initial beam emittance of 50 TC 111111- 
mrad. See Figure 1. 
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The influence of magnetic field errors was evaluated by 1000-turn particle tracking. 
Random field errors due to magnet fabrication were found to be the major contributors to 
smear growth, while the systematic errors had relatively minor effects. Even for random 
errors three times that of the measured magnetic errors, the smear increases were still 
below 5%. 

RMS Distorsion 
(mm> 

Horizon tal 1 .oo 

Using field measurements done by the University of Maryland at the ring location, the 
influence of Earth’s magnetic field was evaluated assuming corrective elements utilizing 
segments of Helmoltz-like conductors. In addition, the effect of magnetic element 
misalignments on the lattice closed orbit was determined and efficacy of various 
correction schemes was studied. For example, the overall closed orbit distortion given in 
Table 1, including all errors and after corrections with 15 beam position monitors, should 
provide adequate ring performance. 
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Figure 1. The working point in the resonance plane (left) and machine functions (px - 
solid, by - dashed, q x  - dots) for one segment (2 cells) of the E-Ring. 

Table 1. Closed orbit distortions in the presence of lattice errors after correction. 

1.1.2 COSY INFINITY higher-order simulations 1561 

Turn-by-turn particle tracking was done to evaluate the E-Ring performance assuming a 
linear space charge model. The beam momentum spread was not included in this 
analysis. A modified version of the computer code COSY INFINITY [7] that includes a 
linear space charge model was used to develop higher-order single-turn maps for 
resonance analysis and turn-by-turn particle traclung under different space-charge 
condi ti ons . 
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A bare tune of v,=7.78 and v,=7.70 and an initial transverse emittance of 50 TC mm-mad 
(un-normalized) were used. The matched machine functions @,a) and tunes (vx, vy) for 
different beam currents is given in Table 2. A 5'h order, single-turn map including the 
linear space-charge effect was used for particle traclung and resonance analysis. Figure 2 
shows the matched beam envelopes for beam currents of 0 and 100 mA. 

Table 2. Matched beam functions and lattice tune as a function of beam current assuming 
a linear space-charge model. 
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Figure 2. Horizontal (x - solid) and vertical (y - dashed) matched beam envelopes for 
beam currents of 0 and 100 mA. 

To evaluate the E-Ring performance under different space charge conditions, a 5" order, 
one-turn map was obtained with matched beam envelopes and used to do turn-by-turn, 
1000-turn particle tracking for beam current values of 1, 10, 50, and 100 mA. The smear 
was used to estimate the phase volume dilution and therefore the beam emittance 
increase. For purely linear motion, the smear value is zero. In the presence of non-linear 
terms from, e.g., mechanical misalignment, mispowering, or the modeled linear space 
charge effects, the smear increases. Figure 3 shows the smear values vs. the beam current 
for fixed quadrupole strengths. 
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For a beam current of 10 mA, (See Figure 3.) there is a significant horizontal smear 
increase to about 8% resulting from a horizontal tune of vx = 5.498 close to the half- 
integer resonance of 2vx = 11. Adjustment of the horizontal tune to vx = 5.421 reduced 
the smear to -1.3% without significant impact on the vertical smear. Bare tune point 
adjustments at other currents yielded smear values virtually equal to those of Figure 3. 
The smear increase, however, is still reasonably small ( 4 0 % )  even for the maximum 
design beam current of 100 mA and machine operation should be adequate. It may, 
however, be necessary to adjust the lattice tune to avoid any half-inte, 
resonances. 
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Figure 3. Horizontal and vertical smears of E-Ring lattice vs. beam current for an initial 
beam emittance of 50 .n mm-mad with fixed lattice quadrupole strengths. 

1.2 Code Development 

The material of this section covers development of two-dimensional envelope, two- 
dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC), and three-dimensional (3D) PIC codes. 

1.2.1 Envelope and Dispersion matching with space charge 

The envelope approach is attractive because the required computations are fast enough to 
allow the inclusion of lattice fitting algorithms. An extension of the KV envelope 
equations for rms beam size and emittance provides a good approximation to beam 
dynamics for straight-line lattices with linear focusing [lo]. A generalization, by A. 
Garren in 1979, incorporated a beam dispersion function in the envelope equations [ll]. 
This was further developed by M. Venturini and M. Reiser in 1998, through the 
introduction of a generalized horizontal emittance c;ix [12,13]. While the standard rms- 
emittance is not constant due to dispersion, the generalized emittance c;l, remains 
invariant by combining the second moments and the dispersion. The model evolves six 
parameters: ox,y , o:,y (envelopes and slopes) and Dr ,D: (horizontal dispersion and its 
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slope) in a set of three second order (or six first order) differential equations, allowing 
their fast integration by the standard Runge-Kutta method. 

Though neither of the generalized envelope approaches are fully self-consistent, they 
provide a better approximation to the beam dynamics than the standard KV envelope 
equations, and as a consequence, a computer code using both the Garren and Reiser 
approaches was implemented with fitting of all six beam quantities and a graphical 
interface using the PGPLOT library [ 141. 

Layout of the injection to the UMd E-Ring 
Injection t o  the  Uhld E-Ring. Envelopes & Dispersion Matching 

Length uni ts  [m] 

P 
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?? 

Longitudinal Dimension: S-axis [m] 

Figure 4. Injection lattice and several sectors of the E-Ring (left). The scales are in 
meters. The blackened circle denotes the input point into the injection system. The dipole 
magnet labeled D1 is the injection point in the E-Ring. Beam through the injection line 
(right). RMS beam envelopes ox (solid line - horizontal) and oY (dashed line - vertical) 
and dispersion function D, (dotted line) for the perveance Q = 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 . ~  and o g =  1 . 5 ~ 1 0 . ~ .  
The rms emittances are: &y,1,=12.5 n: mm.mrad. Pictures are plotted online. 

Using this program, possible injection lattices for the E-Ring were evaluated on the basis 
of their impact on the ring dynamics. See Figure 4. For example, it was found that the 
absence of dispersion matching for the case of maximum momentum spread of 
( 0 ~ = 1 0 - ~ )  and current (100 mA), caused significant beam envelope perturbations that 
would complicate the proposed E-Ring space charge phenomena studies. 

This package with its efficient optimization block (24 focusing constraints may be 
distributed along the beam line) and online dynamics visualization provides a general tool 
to facilitate design of high-current beam transport lines including dipole magnets. 

1.2.2 Two-dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell code r6,81 

When the longitudinal forces may be neglected, a two-dimensional (2D) PIC formulation 
provides a self-consistent description of the beam dynamics allowing the appropriate 
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inclusion of beam chamber boundaries and large momentum spreads. An existing 2D 
PIC code [ 151 was upgraded with the following additional features implemented. 

Arbitrary conducting boundaries including free space, rectangular, circular, and 
elliptical. 
Sector dipole, quadrupole, sextupole and octupole magnets. 
Fringing field model for all focusing elements. 
Inclusion of momentum spread. 
Fourth order trajectories integrator. 

This upgraded 2D PIC code was used to simulate the injection line lattice developed with 
the envelope code (See Section 1.2.1.) and further traclung through one full turn (36 
periods) of the E-Ring [6].  This analysis (See Figure 5.) showed significant coupling and 
growth of both the effective generalized emittance in the x-direction ( E ~ J  and the vertical 
emittance (g), indicating the limitations of the rms-envelope approach which assume that 
€x is periodical and &,& are constant. 

This package provides a tool for the self-consistent design and evaluation of high-space 
charge lattice configurations when longitudinal forces may be neglected. 
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Figure 5. Results of PIC-simulation in free space for Q = 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 - ~  and 08 = 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 - ~  for the 
beam through the injection line of Figure 4. Shown on the left are rms envelopes 
from the envelope-based code (solid lines) and rms values (symbols) derived from 
particle tracking with the PIC code with dimensions in meters. On the right hand side an 
effective emittances from PIC simulation in free space and from the envelope model. 
The generalized emittance &dx is also shown. 

1.2.3 Three-dimensional (3D) Code Development 

There is a large gap between envelope and PIC codes in terms of beam model detail and 
computational requirements. The template-based approach described below very 
effectively fills this void [16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23]. 
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Traditional three-dimensional (3D) PIC codes use trajectory integration including both 
space charge and external fields to advance the particles. With typical 3D grid 
dimensions of 128x128~256 (-lo6) and -10' particles, simulations often require times of 
order 10' - lo2 hours for single-pass systems (e.g. linacs or beam transport lines) and may 
even become unacceptably long (>lo2 hours) for multi-turn beam dynamics in rings. 

While there exist at least ten traditional three-dimensional (3D) PIC codes', the template 
concept is unique and only this research group has ursued this approach. Since the 
template approach requires much fewer (typically -10 ) particles and avoids the need for 
grid density calculations [22, 231, it provides computational times less by factors of 10 to 
1000 compared to the conventional PIC codes allowing the exploration of a large design 
phase space as well as the possibility of parameter fitting optimization procedures. 

,P 

The speed of template-based calculations is at the expense of complete self-consistency. 
However, the template approach is appropriate for the large class of beams whose 
transverse densities may be approximated analytically. For the cases evaluated, 
agreement between the completely 3D and the sub-3D approaches was found to be good 
(differing only by -1%). For situations where the beam bunch has, e.g., isolated off-axis 
clusters and the boundary geometries are complicated, the template formalism is not 
appropriate and a general 3D PIC method should be employed as discussed in [22]. 

In addition, the concept of templates was applied to the 2D and 3D (See Sections 1.2.4 
and 1.2.5.) envelope equations allowing the inclusion of image charge effects due to 
conducting boundaries. 

1.2.3.1 Concept of Template Potentials 

Templates are infinitesimally thin charged discs (or slices) and template potentials 
are particular solutions of the 3D Poisson equation for each individual slice in the 
presence of boundaries. The beam bunch is represented as a sequence of slices and the 
total beam potential is found from the principle of superposition. 

To increase computational efficiency, the potentials for slices with different sizes and 
aspect ratios are calculated and tabulated. During the beam dynamics simulation, the 
data is extracted from that table and properly scaled and interpolated [16] resulting in a 
fast reconstruction of the total bunch potential. 

The potential for each individual slice is obtained from the sum of the free space and 
image charge potentials. See for details [ 16,221. As an illustration, the on-axis potentials 
are given in Figure 6. These and similar templates can be used to construct by 
superposition the total potential for a beam bunch. 

' ORBIT, IMPACT, WARP 3D, SIMPSONS, BEAMPATH, PARMELA, TOUTATIS, PARTRAN, 
OSIRIS by J.Holmes (ORNL), A.Luccio (BNL); T.Wangler (LANL); A.Friedman, D.Grote (LLNL); 
S.Machida (KEK); Yu.Batygin (RIKEN, SLAC); H.Liu (CEBAF), R.Duperrier (CEA Saclay); R.Fonseca, 
F.Tsung (UCLA) etc. This list may be not complete and is merely used for illustration. 
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Figure 6. On-axis template potentials for three slices of different radii within a 
conducting beam pipe 4 cm in diameter. Left: ufree(x) (positive) and uirrXage(x) (negative) 
Right: The corresponding total potentials Ilroral(X)= Ufree(X)+Uinlage(X) for each slice 
respectively . 
The stored ufr,,(x) data array is used to evaluate potentials for all possible beam 
configurations via interpolation and scaling. To provide a large range of possible 
templates without significant memory requirements, Ur,p(X) is analytically parameterized 
in the form exp(a0 + u1z + azz) of one variable z, the longitudinal position along the beam 
bunch [23]. Thus, instead of storing functions of z, we store only 3 coefficients for each 
potential. The parameterization is also very convenient for fast and accurate space charge 
field representation without the necessity of numerical differentiation and interpolation. 
The same coefficients a0,1,2, derived for Ur,Ip(X) are used for longitudinal field generation. 
No additional stored data is required. 

Figure 7. Illustration of beam cross-sections without axial symmetry. The potential data 
is stored along three rays with angles of O", 4S0, and 90". 

This procedure works equally well for a simple ellipsoidal beam bunch or an arbitrary 
beam bunch with out axial symmetry. For axially symmetric beams, 100 pre-calculated 
template potentials with different radii (lox) and different off-axis positions (lox) are 
used. For cases with less symmetry, e.g. for an elliptical beam, the number of template 
potentials increases to 3000 to include different azimuthal positions (3x), (See Figure 7.) 
and aspect ratios (lox). Thus, the total array of coefficients will consist of only about 
9000 numbers [22]. 
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The template potentials may be interpreted as the macro Green’s functions [24] and the 
template table is analogous to a library of special functions. That data (=lo4 numbers) 
calculated prior beam simulation, provides with interpolation and scaling the information 
necessary for the evolving beam field evaluation during the dynamics modeling. 
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In Figure 8 is shown a 3D beam without axial symmetry, carrying a total charge of lo-” 
C, and propagating along a conducting cylindrical pipe of 4 cm in diameter. The 
horizontal and vertical beam profiles, the shape functions, are also shown. The on-axis 
slice potentials and the total beam potential calculated as a convolution are shown in 
Figure 9 with the slice fields and the total beam field given in Figure 10. The results 
were verified with conventional methods such as the successive over-relaxation three- 
dimensional algorithm [ 16,221. 

401 - 

Figure 8. A general 3D beam without axial symmetry represented as a “sliced’ bunch 
(left) and the corresponding shape functions (beam profiles) S,r,y(z, p ) .  See [23]. 
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Figure 9. 
resulting total beam potential U ~ ~ ~ , , ~ ( X , Y , Z )  (right) for the beam bunch of Figure 8. 

On-axis values for individual total slice potentials u,,(x,y,z) (left) and 
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Figure 10. On-axis field values for individual total slice fields Ez,t,llp=-~ur,llp/~z (left) and 
longitudinal field E Z , ~ e a , , l = - ~ u ~ r a , , l / ~ ~  (right) for the beam bunch from Figure 8. 

The beam shape changes as the beam evolves. However, the reconstruction of the beam 
total potential always employs the table of pre-calculated template potentials. The 
number of templates required to compute properly the potentials depends on the beam 
symmetry. 

1.2.3.2 Generalization for Equivalent Beams 

For the case of constant charge density, the implementation of the template potential 
technique is straightforward. For beams with non-uniform charge densities, the concept 
of equivalent beams [20,22] is used. A large family of 2D charge densities may be 
expressed using the representation: 

o ( x ,  y ,  P >  = or71 ( p ) ( l - x 2  / x :  (PI - y 2  1 y: (PI)” 
where x,, yrrl are the beam’s envelopes and o(x,y,p) is the 2D charge density with 
O;,,(p)=o(O,O,p). An analysis was done for 3D beams having the same rms size 
(“equivalent beams”) of 2D slices with charge densities depending on “p”. 

Figure 11. Left: Transverse charge densities of equivalent beams. 

The total potential is calculated including a form-factor proportional to the linear beam 
density and the beam envelopes that now depend on “p”. (See for details [20,22,23]). 
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1.2.3.3 Sub-Three-Dimensional PIC simulation using templates 

The template potential technique was used in a sub-three-dimensional (sub-3D) particle- 
in-cell (PIC) formalism that allows 3D calculations in times comparable to those of 2D 
models [17, 181. Using the sub-3D Poisson Solver with the trajectories integrator [19], 
we approach the generality of the conventional PIC formalism. A solution of standard 
2D Poisson equation gives a potential over the 3D region ’% with the arguments 
x = (x, y ,  z )  or x = ( r ,  p, z )  , for Cartesian or cylindrical coordinates: 

where U ,  is the boundary potential. For example, in the particular case where 
‘%represents a round metal cylinder with a boundary a’%, then U ,  =O omitting wakefield 
effects. 

Splitting the Laplace operator and moving the second derivative with respect to the 
longitudinal coordinate (z) to the right hand side, we have: 

a 2u 

aZ - A,u = -4np - 7 

andfor u(r,p,Z): A, aZll 
ax, +p where for u(x,  y ,  z )  : A2 = - 

With the notation p,,,,(x, y ,  z )  = p + ( d 2 u / d z 2 ) / 4 n ,  one obtains: 

If the space charge density function p,,,,(x, y ,  z )  is known throughout the 3 region, the 
solution of the original 3D equation may be found by solving a series of 2D Poisson 
equations for different z. Given complete knowledge of the driving term a2u / dz2, the 
sequence of solutions of the 2D problem will provide the same result as that of the 
general 3D solution of Poisson equation. 

A 2’ = - 4 ~ w r r  

From the longitudinal potential u(x) computed by the slice algorithm, the longitudinal 
field E_ = -au/az and its derivative aE, /az may be calculated numerically. Since 
a2u/az2 = -aE, / &  , the “corrected” density (pCorr) in last equation may be obtained. 

In this procedure, the longitudinal potential u and field Ez are found by a superposition 
of potentials and fields for individual slices and the second derivative of the potential 
(a2u /az2  = -aEL/az) is used to find the “corrected” charge density for the series of 2D 
Poisson Solvers. 

The template algorithm uses the shape functions S.r,y(z),of,;he beam that can be derived 
from the rms beam profiles [20]. The a > @) are found from the real 
particle distribution as shown in Figure 12. 

2 112 
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Fi ure 12. Shape functions S,r,y(z, p )  (solid) derivation from rms profiles (x2>1’2 (p), 
cy > (p) (dashed). 

The shape functions and the library of templates are all that is required to use the 
Template Algorithm for space charge calculations. In Figure 13 both options are 
illustrated (middle and left) in addition the conventional 3D PIC scheme (right). 
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Figure 13. Left: template-based sub-3D PIC. Middle: sub-3D PIC using “corrected’ 2D 
density. Right: regular 3D PIC code. 

Both the left and middle schemes of Figure 13 employ templates. The left one is 
extremely rapid but less general by virtue of finding Ex,y,z directly from the table of 
templates [22]. The middle one is slower but approaches the conventional 3D PIC in 
generality. The calculation times of the sub-3D codes was found to be more than 100 
times faster, when using the solver from Figure 13 (left) and using the (middle) are 
comparable to that of 2D simulations or approximately 10-20 faster than the standard 3D 
algorithm (right). 

As an example, we considered an ellipsoidal-like electron beam with semi-axes 
0.35cmx0.67cmxlcm, propagating along a metal pipe 4 cm in diameter through a FODO 
focusing lattice (See Figure 14.). The beam was assumed to have a uniform distribution 
with initial rms emittances ~,,,=5.10-~ x m.rad, Ap/p=O, an energy of 10 keV and a 
current of 5 mA. The number of particles used for simulation was 5-104 and 50 templates 
were used to reconstruct the beam potential. The initial and final (x ,y )  distributions are 
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plotted in Figure 15. The phase distributions are given in Figure 16 and beam passage 
through the last lens is shown in Figure 17. 

Figure 14. Left: FODO structure. Right: beam rms-envelopes within three periods. 
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Figure 15. ( x , y )  particles distributions at beginning and end of FODO lattice of Figure 
14. 
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Figure 16. (x,x’) and b,y’) phase distributions at beginning and end of FODO lattice of 
Figure 14. 
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Figure 17. The (ZJ) and (z,y) plane distributions of the beam during passage through the 
last defocusing lens of Figure 14. 
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1.2.4 Extension of Templates to 2D rms envelope equations 

The template potential concept was also applied to rms envelope models. The rms- 
envelope approach discussed in Section 1.2.1 can provide accurate results in the absence 
of a conducting boundary. The template potential technique was used to generalize the 
2D rms-envelope equations for appropriate inclusion of a conducting boundary and the 
resulting image forces. 

For beam particles with phase (x,p,,y,p,) through a linear focusing KT,,, using the 
equations for the second moments of distribution functionf(x,,p,y,p,,s) [ 101 we have: 

d' d 
d2 ' dz 
- < x2 >= 2- < XP, >= 2(< p: > -K, < X' > - < xF;'" >) 

where F;f;, denote space charge force. Calculations give: 
2 

d 2  < x ?  > 1 / ? _  < x 2  >< p,' > - < xp,  > - - -K ,  < ,yL >I" - < XF;" >< x 1  > - ' I 2  + 
dz ' < x 2  > 3 ' 2  

This relation after substitutions: E.: =< x2 >< pf > - < xp, >' and a, =< x2 >"' together 
with the corresponding vertical varjables, yield the envelope equations: 

For standard KV-equations, which assume that the beam transverse cross-section is a 
uniformly charged ellipse, the averaging gives: < x q  >= Qo, / 2 ( o ,  + oy) and 
< y ~ , 5 r  >= QO, / 2 ( a r  + a,,) that results in the standard KV envelope model. The extension 
of KV-equations to rms beam sizes (for elliptical beams having axial symmetry) is 
accomplished by averaging of the terms < xF,'" > , < yF,:' > giving a linear dependence 
of space charge forces (P. Lapostolle, R. Gluckstern and references from [lo]). 

To include an elliptical conducting chamber, the total space charge force becomes 
= F:,:, + F,':? for the beam pipe interior (x, y E R ) and must satisfy zero boundary F total 

conditions on the boundary x ,  y E dR : F','~'(l,SEaR= 0 (See Figure 18.). 
" . Y  

Length units 

Figure 18. Beam and the induced image charge density on the elliptical conducting 
chamber, shown by dashed line (schematic). 
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In a similar vein, the averaging of the terms < x F 7 ’  > ,< y F y ’  > by least square 
method yields the linearized “total” space charge forces for an elliptically symmetrical 
beam. If the boundary has a simple form, the template potentials and corresponding 
electric forces 6:;‘ for 2D beams having different sizes and aspect ratios may be 
tabulated using the 2D version of the moments method [ 161 with long charged cylinders 
used for the templates. Then the modified rms-envelope equations [20] are: 

We obtain the extended version of the rms envelope equations, written in a familiar form, 
with zero total beam potential utut‘’ on the chamber surface. Note, that F.y’ is not 

necessarily equal to F::“’, as it would be for the standard model in free space. 

As an example, an injection line into the E-Ring similar to that shown in Figure 4 was 
modeled assuming a conducting chamber of 30 rnm x 20 mm. Shown in the left-hand 
frame of Figure 19 are the rms-envelopes under the condition of no conducting boundary. 
The right-hand frame shows the effect of the inclusion of the conducting chamber where 
the results of both a 2D PIC code. and the extended KV model show good agreement. 
The 2D PIC simulation required about 40 minutes to trace lo5 particles while the 
extended KV required only fractions of a second. 

The extended rms envelope approach provides a computationally rapid design and 
analysis tool for cases where the influence of the image forces is not negligible. For 
round chambers the effect of inclusion of the image forces is not important, but for 
elliptical chamber geometries with bigger aspect ratios (two conducting planes) it can be 
si gni fic an t . 
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Figure 19. On the left-hand side, the beam dynamics derived from the standard rms- 
envelope equations in the free space. On the right-hand side, the dynamics of the same 
beam derived from the model, including image forces and from 2D PIC simulation. 

1.2.5 Extension of Templates to 3D rms envelope equations 

The template method can also be used to extend the 3D rms envelope equations [25] by 
inclusion image charge effects. The approach for the 3D case remains the same: 

3 c- 

Es,y,z are rms emittances and F,:;,, (s) are beam space charge forces. These equations 
are only valid for free space and elliptically symmetric beams. Template potentials may 

be used to evaluate the Fx,Y,i *,Y,Z -I F,!:Xf', including the influence of image forces. 
The model, however, only accommodates beam bunches without concave surfaces. For 
example, the more general beam profile of Figure 8 can not be described because a,,,, 
can not be determined properly and the least-squares linearization of the E, field from 
Figure 10 can not be done without a significant error. 

t0 td  = F S C  

1.3 Education 

Two PhD students in accelerator physics were in part supported by the research grant. 
Their thesis work will explore the longitudinal dynamics of beam bunches in an 
isochronous lattice. Under the condition of high space charge forces, the evaluation of 
the longitudinal behavior is difficult because of the large non-linearity of the space 
charge fields. As a consequence, theoretical analysis is difficult and, therefore, numerical 
and experimental methods must be used. Under certain conditions such as at the 
transition point in synchrotrons, preliminary simulations predict a complicated behavior 
with the beam bunch breaking into a set of smaller round clusters that interact with each 
other and move on complicated trajectories. For example, Figure 20 shows the 
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Figure 20. Simulation of the space charge effect in a Small Isochronous Ring. Median- 
plane charge density contour plot of a 22.8 keV, 16 pA deuteron bunch in the SIR after 0 
(initial distribution), 5, 10, and 15 turns. 
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FUNDED BY OTHER SOURCES, an isochronous storage ring is being constructed to 
experimentally explore this effect. Figure 21 shows a plan and side view of the ring with 
the main parameters given in Table 3. In addition to understanding the underlying 
physics phenomena, the experimental data obtained will be used for the validation of 
space charge simulation codes. 

@ 
@ @ @  

@ 

Particles 
Energy 

Peak Beam Current 
Magnetic Field 

Injection-Extraction 
Diagnostics 
Total Size 

w, H2+, or Deuterons 
30 keV 
50 pA 

800 Gauss 
Fast Pulsed Electrostatic Kickers, z=30 nsec 

Fast Coaxial Faraday Cup, z=1 nsec 
1.8 x 1.8 m 
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Total Weight 
Total Power 

700 kg 
4 k W  
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Figure 21. Plan and side view of the Small Isochronous Ring (SIR) with main bend 
magnet detail. 
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11. ACTIVITIES PROPOSED FOR THREE YEAR GRANT PERIOD 

The code development will remain an element of our activities, but with the tools 
developed at our disposal, the emphasis will shift to their implementation. The larger 
components of the proposed program will be in the categories of research utilizing these 
tools as well as the training of new accelerator physicists. 

ZZ.1 Space Charge Simulation Code Development 

Beyond adaptation of the codes necessary to support the research, there remain some 
code development efforts that will be undertaken. Among these will be: 

Modifications to include fringing fields, acceleration components, algorithm 
improvements, and model generalizations. 
Code documentation and interface development in support of a wider distribution 
and utilization. 

0 

0 

11.2 Beam Dynamics of Space Charge Dominated Beams 

These activities will include both simulation-based studies as well as experimental 
components. The simulation tasks will utilize all the codes discussed and any others that 
would provide benefit to the analyses at hand. These efforts will be primarily used to 
understand the underlying physics presented by experimental data. At a somewhat lesser 
level, these studies will be used to propose experiments that would shed light on the 
physics issues or to judge the efficacy of a particular lattice either proposed or extant. 

The proposed experimental program will include both data tahng and data analyses. 
1. We propose to explore the efficacy of the of the template model to address 

simulation problems such as beam dynamics simulations over many turns in rings 
by first testing its agreement with the predictions of other, more general codes. 

2.  We continue our interest in doing beam physics experiments at the University of 
Maryland E-Ring when that facility becomes available. In this context, we 
would like to propose and carry out experiments on the E-Ring in collaboration 
with University of Maryland personnel. 

3. The PhD program delineated in Section 1.3 will yield a low energy proton ring 
(funded by other sources) that will provide data used to test the thesis beam 
dynamics under the condition of space charge. Of course the primary thrust will 
initially be driven by the thesis work. However, beyond that the proton facility 
will be available to do other additional experimental work. 
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11.3 Budget Justification 

The proposed staff will be as follows: 

0 

0 

0 

Richard York - PI - 15% 
Leonid Vorobiev - Visiting Physicist - 100% 
Xiaoyu Wu - Staff Physicist - 15% 
Edouard Pozdeev - Graduate Student - 100% 
Alberto Rodriguez - Graduate Student - 100% 

Edouard Pozdeev will likely receive his PhD by the end of calendar year 2003 with 
Alberto Rodriguez following about one to two years later. However, it is planned to add 
graduate students in a manner to keep the number approximately constant. As a 
consequence, the budget reflects a steady-state personnel funding request for three staff 
as specified above and two graduate students. 

A travel budget of 15 k$/year is requested. Approximately two thirds will be used to 
support the staff‘s attendance at professional meetings, conferences, and workshops as 
well as for collaborative efforts. About one third will be used to support some travel 
expenses of visiting scientists for periods of several weeks to take benefit of synergistic 
discussions. 

In addition, a budget of about $lOk/year is necessary for the purchase of computers, 
printers, and additional memory for our simulation computer. We plan to purchase an 
additional simulation compute engine of the alpha variety or similar in the second year. 
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